Beyond Autograding: Advances in Student Feedback Platforms
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1. SUMMARY

Automatic grading of programming assignments has been a feature of computer science courses for almost as long as there have been computer science courses [1]. However, contemporary autograding systems in computer science courses have extended their scope far beyond performing automated assessment to include gamification [2], test coverage analysis [3], managing human-authored feedback, contest adjudication [4], secure remote code execution [5], and more. Many of these individual features have been described and evaluated in the computer science education literature, but little attention has been given to the practical benefits and challenges of using the systems that implement these features in computer science courses.

The goal of this panel is to answer common questions about how these extensions to autograding affect courses in practice. Should courses build their own submission and grading systems from scratch, or is there real benefit to using an existing platform? Are the platforms available today only applicable to specific courses? Are some features only appropriate in CS 0 and CS 1 courses? What aspects help most with scaling to large enrollments? What features are difficult to deploy or confusing to students? What are past mistakes from which the community can learn?

This panel brings together perspectives from the developers of feature-rich platforms used by multiple courses. The panelists will highlight recent research in extending autograder platforms to address related problems in CS pedagogy, as well as tips for choosing a platform and using it for the first time.

2. SUMUKH SRIDHARA

OK – okpy.org

OK is an open source autograding system developed at UC Berkeley. It is used by the CS1 course (CS 61A) as well as four other Computer Science courses at UC Berkeley. OK supports programming projects by providing an automated tutor, a submission system, autograding, human-authored code review, and detailed analytics. As students progress through an assignment, snapshots of their in-progress work are captured and stored by the OK server along with data about passing tests and student progress. The local OK client manages project submission and exposes a variety of debugging aids for students while server-side autograding runs secret tests in sandboxed Docker containers for grading purposes.

The use of OK has made a large impact on the scalability of CS 61A to over 2,500 students per year. Debugging assistance features have reduced the amount of instructor time spent answering clarificatory questions [6].

The ability to collect in-progress work has yielded a large amount of data for instructors and researchers that was previously inaccessible when only a single final submission per student was collected. In a single offering of a 1,400 person course, OK collected over 3 million snapshots. For a single assignment, OK collected an average of 349 snapshots per student [7]. This data is used to provide instructors with reports about exactly how far along students are in the assignment, how long students are spending on each question, and common wrong answers.

Researchers have used the data from OK to integrate automatic composition feedback, targeted conceptual hints, and dynamically generated code fixes into the OK system.

Sumukh Sridhara has been a lead developer of courseware for CS 61A and the OK system at UC Berkeley, as well as head of the course teaching staff. He is currently a graduate student in the UC Berkeley EECS department.
3. MANUEL PÉREZ-QUIÑONES
Web-CAT – web-cat.org

Web-CAT’s modular architecture is what makes it unique among other grading systems [8]. It can be used in courses to simply collect assignments, which can be submitted via the web or directly from various IDEs. Web-CAT can also be configured to grade assignments and provide feedback to the student. The grading can be done based on instructor provided test cases. Where Web-CAT really excels is having part of the student's grade based on how well students test their own code. Web-CAT is very flexible allowing many of its features to be configured on an assignment-by-assignment basis. It is stable and robust, and it is being used by more than 50 universities. Web-CAT is language independent; it uses a plugin architecture allowing programs in Java, C++, Scheme, Prolog and others languages to be graded automatically. As a research tool, Web-CAT has been used to explore automated feedback, semi-automated identification of bugs, gamification of feedback, and providing motivational hints.

Dr. Manuel A. Pérez-Quiñones has been affiliated with Web-CAT development since its inception. He worked closely with the lead designer of Web-CAT, Dr. Stephen Edwards, in grants, publications, and research. He used Web-CAT in many courses in the undergraduate program at Virginia Tech and has given workshops about Web-CAT at multiple universities and at SIGCSE. He is currently Associate Dean of the College of Computing and Informatics at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.

4. AATISH NAYAK
Autolab – autolabproject.com

Autolab is an open source course management and autograding service started at Carnegie Mellon by Professor David O’Hallaron. Since its inception, it has over 25 contributors and is now used by the majority of computer science classes at CMU. Many courses from other schools including University of Washington, Peking University, Cornell University, among others use the service. Autolab consists of two main components: a Ruby on Rails web app, and Tango, a Python job processing server. The web app offers a full suite of course management tools including scoreboards, configurable assignments, PDF annotations, grade sheets, and plagiarism detection. The job processing server accepts job requests to run students’ code along with an instructor written autograding script within a virtual machine.

Aatish Nayak serves as the project lead for Autolab. He works closely with Professor O’Hallaron and three other developers. He has used Autolab in many of his undergraduate courses and brings a student perspective to the platform’s development. He is currently a 4th year undergraduate in Electrical and Computer Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University.

5. BEN LEONG
Coursemology – coursemology.org

Coursemology is an open source learning management system that incorporates gamification elements to improve student engagement. While not restricted to computer science courses, the platform has been used in a variety of CS courses, including courses on data structures, algorithms, introductory programming, and programming methodology because it includes support for the autograding of coding questions. Coursemology allows educators to add gamification elements, such as experience points, levels, achievements, to their classroom exercises and assignments. Gamification has been shown to be effective in motivating learners in curricular settings [9].

The Coursemology platform has a flexible design that does not require instructors to have a programming background. In addition to the gamification elements, Coursemology includes dashboards to monitor student progress and homework submissions, and a feed-like mechanism to allow students to communicate with instructors and clarify concepts in a convenient and timely manner.

Dr. Ben Leong is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at the School of Computing, National University of Singapore (NUS). In addition to leading development of Coursemology, he is an active member of the networking and distributed computing research community.
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